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What we offer 

The OScripts Youth company is for 14-18 year olds wanting to focus on becoming an actor and theatre 
artist. The intake is audition-based and we take a maximum of 15 students per year. It is run by top 
industry professionals and is packed full of detailed learning and an exciting company atmosphere. The 
company has two sessions per week; Tuesday 6.30-9, and Sunday 2-4.30. 

 

Tuesday - Masterclass Sessions: 
These sessions are run in 2-4 week blocks. The blocks taught are: 

Advanced acting techniques

Screen acting 

Audition technique

Physical Theatre

Voice and Body

Directing


These are taught by specialist tutors who are experts in the taught field. Some masterclass areas will be 
decided once the company is formed based on their specific desired areas of learning. 


Sunday - Rehearsing a Show:

Over the Sunday sessions we will create and rehearse a new show to have a performance season in 
October. The show will be developed based on what the company want to create and will most likely be 
site specific. 



Who we are

The company is run by Holly Chappell-Eason and Tom Eason. They will oversee the company, run the 
devised show and facilitate the tutors for the specialist sessions.


Holly has a Master of Theatre Arts in Directing from Victoria University and Te Kura Toi Whakaari O Aotearoa: NZ Drama 
School. She has taught acting at Original Scripts Theatre School for ten years, had a successful high school teaching 
career and worked as a director and tutor for Toi Whakaari and Whitireia Polytechnic. She is the co-artistic director and 
producer of Two Productions which has produced the devised works Moemoea at 
Te Papa Marae, If You Only See One Show in your Life, The Disaster Brothers, the 
Basement Theatre season of Balmy, the immersive theatre show, The Powerful 
Event, on a vacant space in Christchurch, The Wild Hunt for The Body Festival 
2014, Open for Business in St. Kevins Arcade, Auckland and The Little Prince for 
the 2018 Anthony Harper Summer Theatre. 

Tom studied at Toi Whakaari: New Zealand Drama School. Performed in Red Leap 

Theatre’s Sea and Dust Pilgrim, and Group F’s The Breath of the Volcano and 

Skin of Fire in the Auckland International Arts Festival. He was a deviser and 

performer in The Wholehearted for Massive Theatre Company in 2016. Tom has 

recently performed on the mainstage at The Court Theatre in their productions of 

Astroman. He is co-artistic director of Two Productions and performed in many of 

their works including: The Powerful Event, Open for Business, Moby Dick and The 

Little Prince.



Application
The OScripts Youth Company is $200 ($230) plus GST per term and is a 4 term commitment. There 
is a discount of 15% if you are also enrolled in and taking another OScripts class. 


To apply please send us a short video including the following: 


1. A quick intro to yourself; your name, pronouns, what you love about the 
arts- anything else we might like to know. 1-2 mins is heaps. 


2. A video of a very short performance (on your own). It could be a 
monologue from a play, film, some poetry, comedy, singing a song or waiata- 
anything you love to perform. Max of 1 minute. 


Email your videos to info@oscripts.co.nz and ask for our 
online application form link. (you can also attached a link to 
your videos in our enrolment form!) 

Applications close January 15th. 
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